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Abstract

A set of reduced Braginskii equations is derived without assuming flute ordering and

the Boussinesq approximation. These model equations conserve the physical energy.

It is crucial at finite _ that we solve the perpendicular component of Ohm's law to

conserve the physical energy while ensuring the relation V. j = 0.
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I Introduction

The reduced MHD equations are useful to investigate the nonlinear phenomena such as

resistive tearing, ballooning or microturbulence, such as ion temperature gradient modes.

Many authors had constructed such model equations, l' 2,3, 4,5,o As pointed out in Ref. 3,

the Boussinesq approximation T and neglecting viiVii in total derivative d/dt (flute ordering)

result in the loss of the direct physical energy conservation law. In most cases an alternate

energy-like invariance can be found which was discussed in Refs. 4 and 5. But when we

take into account the transport effect in the temperature evolution equation, we need an

additional assumption, as pointed out in Refs. 3 and 6, to have an energy-like invariant. Here,

generalizing the method in Ref. 3, we derive the reduced model for Braginskii equations s

which conserves the direct physical energy integral. These model equations are different

from those given by Ref. 3 in that the polarization drift term is not necessary in the total

time derivatives, which makes the system more attractive for numerical simulations.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we derive the reduced

Braginskii equations and the energy conservation relation in the cold ion limit. We have

shown that there are two choices in constructing the energy conservation relation in the cold

ion limit. In the Appendix, we discuss a class of more general model equations.

II Model Equations

In this section we discuss the reduced Braginskii equations in the cold ion limit for simplic-

ity. The complete set of equations is given in the Appendix. We start with the following

equations:
On
0-7= -v. (nv) (1)



nm_ (O + v . V) v + Vp, = j × B (2)
0.71 3 1

-- --_ x VT, (3)
E + v, x B + enl Up, = r/llJll- --e VIITe + r/±j± + 2 effete

30p, 3
a--?+ _v. (povo)+p°(v._,) = -v. q: - v. ¢ff+ Qo,+Q,_ (4)

1
v.=v---j (_)

el%

OB

0--7-= -v ×E (6)

V. B = 0 (7)

j = V x B (8)

where

0.71 3 T_

q_ = -"'_- TJll + 2 ell,r. _ x jx (9)

qT = --_¢,11Vii T_ - tc,±V.t T, + 5 nT, _ × W_.T, (10)2 fl,rn,

Q,_l=_,J_ o.7Ij, viiT, (11)
3 1

Q,± = r/zj_. + 2 eft,_ j±" $ x V T, (12)

and f_ = -eS/m_ < O, r_ = (3/4)_/m,/2r(Ta_/_/)_e4Z2n), X,II = 0.36(nT, r,/m,), and

._e± = 4.66(nT_r,/m,12_r_). Equation (1) is the ion continuity equation. Equation (2)is

the momentum balance equation for the center of mass. In F.,q. (2), v is the center mass

velocity where we use the small electron to ion mass ratio ordering to derive this equation.

This velocity agrees with the ion velocity in the lowest order. Equation (3) is the electron

momentum balance equation. In Eq. (3), we neglect the electron inertia term for simplicity.

Equation (4) is the electron pressure balance equation. In Eq. (4), we neglect the ion-electron

energy equipartition term but retain the other transport terms denoted with Eqs. (9)-(12).

The electron velocity is related to the ion velocity through Eq. (5). To close this system we

use Maxwell equations (6)-(8). This system consists of {n,p,, v, v,,E,B}.
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A. Energy conservation law

Firstly, we construct the energy conservation relation in this system. We then discuss the

conservation relation for the reduced equations. We define ('" '1 - [.'" d3x whereenergy
IV

V is the volume and we impose the condition that surface integrals like / K. dS = 0
./0 V

where cgV is the boundary of V to escape from the complicated surface integral expressions.

Volume averaging Eq. (4) we obtain

Calculating V. j = 0 using Eq. (2), we obtain

[ (0) l}V. -_× nm_ _-_+v.V v±+V_.p, +B.V -- =0. (14)

Multiplying a into Eq. (14) and volume averaging, we obtain

- v_. _ × _m, +v.V v_+V_po - (j,V,_ =0. (15)

Identifying v_ = B × Va/B 2, we now can write

<
Using Eq. (1) we obtain

t

Similarly, from the parallel component of Eq. (2) we obtain

d

_<__>+<_,,_,,,.>-0. (_)
Ifwe decomposeOhm's law Eq. (3)intoparalleland perpendicularcomponents,we can

write using Eqs. (5)-(8) as

OAII 1 0.71
- _¢ - _ + --v_ip.= _,J_l- _ v,T. (19)_en e
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_ _7j.¢ OA± 1_.. B4- 1 3 1
0t + Vja - en jj. x --enVzp, = r/±jj. + 2 ef_r, _ x _'T_ (20)

jl[ = VII(V. A)- V _ Air (21)

jj. = Vj.(V. A)- V2Aj. (22)

where we use v± = B × V.ta/B 2. Operating with Jll into Eq. (19) and with j_.. into Eq. (20)

and volume averaging, we obtain

- (j,0A,,0\
/

< OAJ'>-<jlIVIla>+< 1 jx.Vj.p,>=(Q_x ) (24)-(j_. Vj.V)- jJ." 0t e-'_

where we use the relation (j±. Vj.c_) ----<Jll Viler) in Eq. (24). From Eq. (24), we can see

that the third term in Eq. (16) cancels with the third term in Eq. (24). Combining Eqs. (23)

(24) and using the relation (jjjVlj¢) + (j±. Vj.¢) - 0, weand obtain

for the rate of change of the total magnetic energy. Substituting Eqs. (17), (18), and (25)

into Eq. (13) we obtain

Thus, we have shown that this dynamical system conserves the total of the thermal, kinetic,

and magnetic energy defined by the direct volume integrals of these energy densities.

Now, we discuss the reduced system. If we neglect the finite _ effect in Eq. (13) which

comes from j,, we should neglect (Q,x) to be consistent. In this case we have a = ¢ and

ill = -V_. All. So, the third term in Eq. (16) cancels the first term in Eq. (23) in this case,

and V. j = 0 is not ensured due to the neglect of jj. and setting Jll "" V_tAll' Therefore in

the cold ion limit we have two choices to construct the energy conservation law for finite 3

plasma. In the first choice we solve for i)All/Ot, OA_./Ot and in the second choice we permit
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the deviation from the relation V. j = 0 in accord with the conventional modeling (but we

retain vll_711in total time derivative). We choose the second case and set c_= ¢, we obtain

from Eq. (20)

(1 OA_ 3I )1 . B -_nn Ot 9 ef_er_--.1±= B2 x _zP,+--+r/±jz-i _x_TTe . (27)en ._

We calculate the following quantity in Eq. (13)

pov_. -¢q1j_ -<Q'_)= - _ _ -bY-+ ,_i_ + 2--¢_,_o

2 e_2,r, jJ'' _ x VT,> . (28)

To cancel out the dissipation, we must set jz = B x _7p,/B 2. If we write B. _ = B0 + B_

we can write this energy transfer term as

0, -
If we take into account toroidal effects which come from _Tz. (B x V± pe/B 2) in vorticity

equation (14), we must retain curvature terms r:dated with V±.vE in the ion continuity

equation (1) to conserve the energy. Furthermore, we need an artifice in the pressure evo-

lution equation. In Eq. (4) we substitute (B x _Tp,)/B 2 into the j± term which comes from

the (3/2)_7. (pev_) term, not to solve _ directly, but instead, use Eq. (27) for the jj. termOt

which comes from pe(V. v_) since we need higher-0rder corrections in this term to cancel

out the Q_j. term. For this case, we can write down the model equations with a = 4':

v_. _ _i h v_ = v_lJl_+v. _ xvp, (301

dn (VII viid-7=-_ +V_.v_) (31)
dvll

nm, _ + _711p_= 0 (32)

bAil 1 0.71
- VIle Ot t- --enVIIp' = rillJll - --e VII Te (33)



30p, 3 3 3 (p, jt0

o B_ ( l j,,)+ Ot 2 + p' V±. v E + p, VII vii- e-"_"

0.71

- e _rll(TeJll)+VIl(tC'llVIITe)+VJ"(_'J'VJ'Ze)+rlllJ_-O'7-_lJllVIITee

T_ P'_ × VT,) (34)+ _Tz' (_ _-_ _' x VzPe)+V±'(5eB

d 0
d--/=_ + v_. V_+ _,VII (35)

where B;_ = -p,/B and ill = -V_Atl. Notice that in this second model we can not regard

d_/dr = const to conserve the energy where n = ff + _..

B. Slab model reduction

In the limit of slab geometry this model reduces to a more compact form. Using the following

normalization

(c,/L,,)t _ t, r/p, ---, r, z/L,, ---,z, all/(L,,c, no)---, Xll,

L,_±/(c,p_no) _ Xj. , L,,_?l(p_c,)---, _?, (L,,Ip, no)ff _n , (36)

we obtain

dn dff i)¢
- _(_ + n)Vii v (37)

dt dz Oy

v_. ((_+ n)_vx_ = vHj,_ (38)
dv

_(ff + n)_-_ = -VII p (39)

OA 1

0-'-_= -VIle + _(n + n) VIIP- Dill + aVIIT (40)



, ( )3 dp 3 dp 0¢ 3 Jtl V,iip+ 8((p + p)VtI v _(ff._. n)2 dt 2dxOy 2n+n ..

= +0.71Vlljll + _11V_T + _± V_T + _DjI_- 0.71_jtlWil T (41)

d 0

d5 = _ + [¢' ] + ( vVll (42)

T = P+P (43)
rI+n

Jll - -'_

here _ = p,/L,_, D = q3, 3 = p/B 2. Integrating Cx Eq. (37), vx Eq. (38), ill x Eqs. (39)

and (40) over the volume, and assuming appropriate boundary conditions , we obtain the

energy conservation relation as

d-7_(p)+ =2((" +" {("+")lv_¢l') + (Iva.al') = 0. (45)

These model equations are similar to those derived by Horton et al.9 and are relevant to the

collisional drift wave problem. In this system, the electron internal energy is dominant and

ion kinetic energy is a small contribution (order O(_2)).

Finally, we mention another choice of/ka, for constructing the energy conservation re-

lation. In this case we should solve Eqs. (30)-C33), (35), (20), (21), (22) and the following

pressure evolution equation

(())3 0p_ 3 _ __1jj. + p, V j. . vE - -- jx
.5 0"--["+ "2V I . pe v l_ en en

III Conclusion

We have derived new reduced Braginskii equations. To construct the energy conservation

relation in the cold ion limit, we have two choices for finite 3 case. The first is based on the

conventional reduced MHD procedure, but in this case we need an artifice in the pressure

8



evolution equation to conserve the energy. That is, we substitute B ;_Up,/B 2 into the j±

term in Eq. (4) which comes from (3/2)V.(pev,)in tile electron pressure evolution equation,

and do not solve for the time evolution of Aa. directly, because if we use Eq. (27) for j._, the

term (_.OAa./Ot x Wp,)/B will appear. On the other hand. we substitute Eq. (27) into thejj.

term which comes from p,(V.v_) since we need higher-order corrections in this term to cancel

out the Q_± term. Therefore the relation W.j = 0 is not ensured for this approximation. The

merit of this modeling is that equations are simplified .'specially for the slab and cold ion

limit. The first model equations are relevant to the nonlinear collisional drift wave problem.

The prediction of this new model should be compared to the conventional model equations 9

for the coilisional drift wave. But if we need to treat the toroidal effect accurately, then

it is better to choose the second method to solve perpendicular Ohm's law for the time

evolution of A j.. Actually, it is difficult to construct energy conservation without solving

the perpendicular component of Ohrn's law when we take into account finite ion pressure,

as shown in the Appendix. This model is relevant to nonlinear finite/3 toroidal drift wave

problem. To check the validity of the Boussinesq approximation and the flute ordering we
I

plan to compare the prediction of the new model and the conventional model in a future

work.
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Appendix: General Equation

In this appendix, we write down a more complete forrn of reduced Braginskii equations with

solving perpendicular Ohm's law. When we take into account finite ion pressure effect, it is

difficult to construct the energy conservation relation without solving perpendicular Ohm's

law, since the third term in Eq. (16) is not cancelled to the first term in Eq. (23) in this case.

Therefore a conventional approach is only useful in cold ion limit. This model consists of 8

fields {n, p_, pi, vii, ¢, All, Ax }'

B dtB _xV_(p,,+p,) +Vz..._-xV.II, (1)

d

d_ n = -nV. v (2)
d

nmi _Vll + Vii(P, + Pi) + z" V. Hi = 0 (3)

OAII 1 0.71
- vile - _ + --enVIIp' = r/lljll - --e VIIT' (4)

- Vx_ 0A± 1 1 3 1+ Vj.a---ja. x B +- V_ p, = r/xjx + _ x Vj. T, (5)
& en en 2 eft,r,

V.A =0 (6)

Jll = -V2AII (7)

jx = -V2Ax (8)

30pi 3
--&-+ _ V_. (p_v)+ p;v. v = -v .q_ + Q_- rI_:Vv (9)

_-_-+_v. p, v---j_, +p,v. v---j_, =-v.q_-v.cff+O, (10)
B

v = B---i × Vj. a + Vil_ (11)
d 0

dq= 0_+ v. V (12)
1

Va.a= Vx¢+_Vxpi (13)
en
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where Q. = Q.II + Q,J- - (3/2r:i)(T_ - Ti), Qi = (3/2r:i)(T, - Ti), q, = -xill VII7_ -

_i± V x Ti + (5n Ti/2f_imi)_ × V T/, f_i > 0, Xill= 3.9niTiri/mi, xi± = 2ni Ti/mi f_ri, Hi is

the stress tensor given in Eqs. (2.19)-(2.27) in Ref. 8, and other parameters are given by

Eqs. (9)-(12). In this case, the energy conservation relation is given by

( {nmilV±°Lla) nmi )
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